2.0 Introduction
2 Introduction
Project Scope

2.1

Incorporate public input and guidance into the vision

•

Focus on resilient solutions that consider hazards and stream health, including natural restoration, not just hard engineering

•

Utilize qualitative and quantitative risk assessment tools that inform the short- and long-term planning decisions, considering
flood and geomorphic risk

•

Maximize funding opportunities through defensible prioritization of recovery and restoration projects and programs

2.0

•

3.0

Create a short-term (1-2 years) and long-term (2-20 year) implantable vision for recovery and restoration of identified priority
areas on Fall River.

6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0

The Fall River Corridor Master Plan effort is multi-disciplinary in nature, drawing on the expertise of engineers, fluvial
geomorphologists, ecologists, fisheries biologists, and risk experts and informed by input from the community, including home and
business owners.
The physical scope of the master plan is the Fall River Corridor from the Rocky Mountain National Park boundary to the confluence
with the Big Thompson River in Estes Park, CO, and extending laterally through the valley bottom and up the valley walls. The
technical scope addressed by the master plan is broad rather than detailed, and serves to best direct further work and funding
on the Fall River to meet the community and stakeholder objectives. The ecological, geomorphic, and flood risk assessments are
also large scale and were performed based on field assessments, existing data, and present-conditions model analysis. Cut-sheets
were produced for the prioritized projects that provide an overview of objectives, benefits, implementation strategy, permitting
requirements, cost estimates, and funding strategies. The cut-sheets do not provide designs for construction implementation but do
serve as a basis to begin detailed engineering and design.

10.0

Fall River Post Flood Infrastructure Damage

5.0

4.0

•

1.0

The Master Plan report serves as a guide for ongoing flood recovery and river and watershed restoration planning, both in the shortterm (1 to 2 years) and the long-term (2-20 year). The plan is built on a foundation of scientific assessments and engineering analysis
and incorporates community values and ideas. The objectives of the Fall River Corridor Master Plan effort are to:

2.2 Community Process Approach
A watershed approach defines, analyzes, and addresses river and creek problems in a holistic manner and ensures that the
stakeholders in the watershed are actively involved in selecting the management strategies that fit with their local and cultural
values. This approach was used to shape the Fall River Plan for Resiliency, turning the focus of the plan away from localized problems
and solutions and towards projects that fit within the context of the greater river system—both physical and social. One of the
primary purposes of this approach was to improve resident and land owner awareness through education on the issues affecting
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their river and watershed’s resilience as well as the risks their
property is exposed to.
Through the development of a common vision and overarching goals for the river systems, the plan has suggestions
for sequential and coordinated community actions in the
years to come resulting from independent technical review
and analysis and by involving a broad representation of
stakeholders in the formation of the River Advisory Committee
(RAC). Diverse interests were incorporated (including
interests of NGOs and individuals) which worked to build
participation and acceptance.
The partnerships formed in the development of the
master plan established working relationships, improved
communication, and allowed information to be shared all
of which will allow the formation of the greater Estes Valley
Coalition to succeed into the future. Furthermore, these
partnerships encouraged conflict resolution, and promoted
cooperation, while leveraging the talent and expertise, of the
local individuals, organizations, and agencies, all of which
collectively supports achievement of large-scale goals.

The Evergreens on Fall River

2.3 Risk Assessment Approach

4
Fall River Stakeholder Collaboration

Utilizing a risk‐based analysis is the best method to synthesize
the massive extent of data, problems, and opportunities
into scientifically defensible priority lists for funding and
implementation. A risk-based approach has been utilized by
the Dutch for over 30 years under their “Make Room for the
River” program, as well as the states of Vermont and New
York when dealing with post-hurricane recovery. Risk (R) is
simply the probability (P) of occurrence multiplied by the
consequence (C). For example, the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP) maps floodplain boundaries for the 100year and 500-year floods (which represents 1% and 0.2%
probabilities (P) of occurrence), but risk (R) is not evaluated
in this mapping because the consequences (C) of flood
inundation in a given area are not considered. Furthermore,
the flood mapping is based on one channel alignment and
geomorphic hazards (e.g., mudslides, channel avulsions
[channel takes new path]) are not considered. The damage
incurred in the flood-affected corridors during the September
2013 flood has been approximated as greater than 60% of
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Fall River Road Workshire Lodge

the damaged area occurred outside of the mapped 100-year
floodplain boundaries. Therefore, the risk-based analysis
adopted for this Master Plan effort addresses geomorphic risk
along with flood risk.
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Traditional flood mitigation approaches select a target
streamflow (often 100-year), then design hard structures to
resist the hydraulics of the target flow. This approach focuses
only on safety – and only on conditions occurring for the few
days the river is in flood stage. This design may be seen as
successful at or below the target flow, but there is always a
potential for a bigger flow, and with no flexibility, the stream
is not able to adjust itself and catastrophic failure is a typical
result. Moreover, this approach also sacrifices stream health
(physical river processes of moving sediment and water, as
well as the ecological complexity of the stream system) every
day the river is not in flood stage.
Conversely, resiliency is not achieved by focusing only on
stream health. When we have assets (homes, businesses,
bridges, etc.) located along our stream corridors, protecting
them and ensuring safety is a necessary part of resiliency.

6.0
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Fall River August 2014
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8.0



9.0

The Fall River Corridor Master Plan approach considers both
hazard reduction and stream health to identify truly resilient
solutions. Resiliency is not synonymous with safe or healthy
or sustainable, it requires both hazard reduction for protection
& public safety and healthy streams for the flexibility of the
system to bounce back from the flood impacts.

3.0

2.4 Resilient Solution Approach

10.0

A successful risk reduction approach does not have a single
answer. Multiple risk reduction goals are necessary to address
myriad river conditions and land uses. Although there is always
a residual risk, acquisition of high hazard properties is the
closest to reducing risk to zero. Successful risk reduction also
considers an acceptable percent of reduction. Changing from
2 pedestrian bridges to 1, for example, cuts the risk of debris
jam in half locally.
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Master Plan Goals

Fall River Corridor Master Plan

The Master Plan report will serve as a guide
for future recovery and restoration planning,
both in the short-term (1 to 2 years) and the
long-term (decades).

River Master Planning for Resiliency

Built on a foundation of strong science and
engineering and vetted through the community.
It will create strategies to reduce the impact
of future flooding and geomorphic hazards
AND create strategies to restore ecological
health, including wildlife habitat, fish passage,
and wetland, riparian, and river improvements.

Resilient Solutions
1st Tier: potential acquisition to remove an
asset from a high hazard area should be
considered first for maximum risk reduction.
2nd Tier: when acquisition is not an option,
the owner makes an informed decision to stay.
3rd Tier: now engineering solutions, local
scale and system-wide, can be considered to
best protect the asset, the community, and to
improve stream health for true resiliency.
Visit fallrivercoalition.org for examples of
resilient versus static solutions.

1. the ability of a substance or object to
spring back into shape; elasticity.
2. the capacity to recover quickly
from difficulties; toughness.

Resiliency

Flood/ Geomorphic
Hazard Reduction
(Protection, Safety)

Stream Health
(Healthy)

What is Fluvial Geomorphology?
The scientific study of landform development
and change under processes associated with
running water.

Why is it so important?
To make sound decisions for flood recovery and
restoration, we must fully understand the
geomorphic processes that drive stream behavior. Understanding river processes allows us to
predict response to treatments and to work with
Fish Creek, not accidentally against it, for solutions that will stand the test of time.

New Master Plan Timelines
Work with your RAC Captain in August
and watch for the draft master plan
report in September and the final
report in October

Contact Information
Website
Facebook
Email

fallrivercoalition.org
facebook.com/FallRiverCoalition
fallriver@estes.org

WA-002304-0001-10TTO\2014 Corridor Master Plan\Fall River Coalition Trifold

Maximize funding opportunities through
defensible prioritization and project cut
sheets.

Fall River
Corridor Master
Plan

re•sil•ience

fallrivercoalition.org

What are we Doing
that’s New?
Fall River Corridor Master Plan

Our vision for resiliency is to work with the riverMaster Planning for Resiliency
and the public to plan for safe, healthy, and The master plan considers both hazard reduction and stream health to identify truly resilient
resilient stream corridors
solutions, rather than static treatments that only
harden the river.

Be Involved!

Information on project dates, technical and Risk, R = P x C
educational resources is available:
Probability of occurrence X consequence.
 through your River Advisory Committee We are taking a risk-based approach to planning
Captain (see inside!)
and this is new in the U.S. The Dutch have 30
years under their “Make Room for the River”
 website: fallrivercoalition.org
program. Post Hurricanes Sandy and Irene, VT
 Facebook: facebook.com/FallRiverCoalition
and NY have started…and now Colorado.
 email: fallriver@estes.org

Flood and Geomorphic Risk

Fall River Coalition flyers served as an overview reference on the RACs themselves, as well as what
is driving the master planning work, why change is needed, and how we can go about making that
change together. They also served as a quick reference to the coalition website and Facebook pages,.
The flyers were distributed door to door by Mountain Outreach and the RAC captains to keep the
residents informed of the plan for resiliency activities.

Most of the damage caused by the September
2013 flooding occurred outside of our mapped
100-year floodplain areas. We were harmed by
channel avulsions (new channel paths) and landslides. These are geomorphic hazards.

We need to plan based on both
flood and geomorphic risk!

What is Successful
Risk Reduction?
Not just one answer. We will need multiple risk
reduction goals to address myriad river conditions and land uses.
Reduce Risk to Zero. Although there is always
residual risk, acquisition of high hazard properties is the closest to reducing to zero.
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Reduce Risk by an Acceptable Percent.
Changing from 2 pedestrian bridges to 1, for
example, cuts the risk of debris jam in half
locally.
Simply ensure safe access for all in next flood.
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facebook.com/FallRiverCoalition

fallriver@estes.org

What is the River Advisory
Committee?

Technical and Educational
Resources

The RAC is the heart of the
master planning process.

Field assessments are complete and results are
available at fallrivercoalition.org:

A workgroup of citizens, the
Town, and agencies that work
directly with the master plan
technical team to:

Ecological Assessment: provides an initial
evaluation of the overall condition of Fall River,
its riparian zones and instream habitats, to
understand trends in stream and riparian
conditions through time.

 define issues;
 evaluate projects and
management strategies;
 foster ownership of the planning process; and
 provide input on the master plan.

System for 2-way communications:
 deliver information from the technical team to the
community; and
 bring community issues and input to the team.
Tell your RAC captain what level of involvement is right for
you for the remainder of the master planning process.
Fall River RAC Neighborhood Captains
Stream
Reach

Description

Neighborhood
Captain

Upper
Reach

Park boundary
downstream to
Fish Hatchery Road
(Antler’s Point)

Bill Oliver
bill@woliverassociates.com
Warren Clinton
warren@
castlemountainlodge.com

Middle
Reach

Fish Hatchery Road
(Bugle Point) downstream
to Deer Crest

Ken Larson
KandKLARSON@gmail.com

Lower
Reach

Deer Crest to
Silver Moon

Frank Theis
ftheis@gmail.com

Downtown Silver Moon downstream
to confluence with
Reach
Big Thompson, including
lower/ Downtown reach
of Big Thompson

Ron Wilcox
rwilc@beyondbb.com

Flood Risk Assessment: identifies assets
(buildings, infrastructure) at risk of damage
during flood event.
Geomorphic Risk Assessment: enables understanding of river processes to support appropriate solutions that will work with the river to
provide the best long-term protection.
Planning-level Channel Migration Zone
(pCMZ) maps have been created to identify
highest hazard areas where the channel may
re-occupy historic areas that were not previously on our radar.
Also visit fallrivercoalition.org for past
presentations and reporting, native
revegetation guidance, and more.

Did you know?
With required permits, landowners may
complete channel work on their property to
protect it. The purpose of permits is to ensure no
adverse effects. Please coordinate with the RAC
and technical team for assistance.

We want to hear from you!
Values and Evaluation Criteria
Ranking Form enclosed.

Please complete and return BY AUGUST 22
to your RAC Captain or to
Estes Park Community Development
P.O. Box 1200, Estes Park, CO 80517
or planning@estes.org



To conduct flood recovery work a compre
hensive approach, restoration of the Fall River
corridor, will begin with the river corridor master plan

development effort. The Master Plan was developed in close
coordination with the Fall River Coalition in a series of public
meetings, workshops, outreach, educational seminars and meetings, facilitated by the Master Plan Team and the Town of Estes Park.
A watershed approach defines, analyzes, and addresses river and creek problems in a holistic manner and ensures that the stakeholders in the watershed are actively involved in selecting the management strategies that fit with their local and cultural values.
This approach was used to shape the Fall River Corridor Master Plan, turning the focus of the plan away from localized problems and
solutions and towards projects that fit within the context of the greater river system—both physical and social. One of the primary
purposes of this approach was to improve resident and land owner awareness through education on the issues affecting their river
and watershed’s resilience as well as the risks their property is exposed to.
Through the development of a common vision and over-arching goals for the river systems, the plan has suggestions for sequential
and coordinated community actions in the years to come resulting from independent technical review and analysis and by involving
a broad representation of stakeholders in the formation of the River Advisory Committee (RAC). Diverse interests were incorporated
(including interests of NGOs and individuals) which worked to build participation and acceptance.
Estes Park Flood Expo August 2014

The partnerships formed in the development of the master plan established working relationships, improved communication, and
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2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0

The preeminent objective guiding the development of the master plan was to set forth recommendations that were developed and
vetted through a consensus based community process. To best accommodate the many different parties with interests in the Fall
River corridor, the Town of Estes Park helped to assemble the Fall River Coalition to coordinate interested parties and most effectively advocate for health and resiliency of the stream corridors and the Town. The Fall River Coalition
is comprised of representative community members including
residents, business owners, property owners, local government
agencies and Town of Estes representatives. The Fall River
Coalition was built in the wake of the disaster
upon the belief that the path forward requires


       

a fundamental shift in how we view and plan




     



for our rivers. While many think of the river


as a problem that must be fixed, the Coalition sees the river as the linchpin in the
solution.

7.0

Objective

8.0

3.1

9.0

Community Outreach and Involvement

10.0

Public Meeting #2 April 2014

3.0

1.0

3.0 Community Outreach and Involvement
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allowed information to be shared all of which will allow the
formation of the greater Estes Valley Coalition to succeed into
the future. Furthermore, these partnerships encouraged conflict resolution, and promoted cooperation, while leveraging
the talent and expertise, of the local individuals, organizations,
and agencies, all of which collectively supports achievement of
large-scale goals.

3.2
3.2.1

Formation and member entities Includes:

•
•

Fall River Coalition
Town of Estes Park – Community Development
Department
Technical Team
River Advisory Committee

•
•

Fish CreekPublic Meeting #1

8
Larimer County Flood Open House March 2014

lan For Resiliency Team

The technical team for the Plan for Resiliency is composed
of professionals in multiple disciplines including engineering, fluvial geomorphology, risk analysis, ecology, landscape
architecture and fisheries. The technical team includes Walsh
Environmental, Robert Peccia & Associates (RPA), Crane Associates, Anderson Consulting Engineers (ACE), Round River
Design and FlyWater.
The heart of the Fall River master planning process is the River
Advisory Committee (RAC) which is a means to foster ownership of the planning process in the community, create a constant stream of public engagement, promote understanding of
the issues and process, and expedite the acceptance and implementation of a final plan. The RAC held monthly meetings
(or conference calls) which informed and guided the planning
process. It is a forum in which invested individuals and organizations have the opportunity to help define values and vision,
define issues, proposing projects and management strategies,
and provide input on the final plans. Having representatives
from every reach of the river, and from all sectors of the community, encourages all members and the planning team to
consider Fall River as system-keys for the plan’s success.
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3.3

Public engagement process

A number of public outreach activities were conducted to assist in the planning process. This section describes the various
public engagement techniques that were conducted during
the development of the Fall River Corridor Plan for Resiliency.
3.3.1 Stakeholders
Stakeholders and agencies helped direct the development of
the Fall River Corridor Plan for Resiliency, and provided input
via meetings, work sessions, and a Fall River coalition website and Facebook page comment tool. Monthly meetings
with representatives from Estes Park, the Technical Team and
the RAC’s were conducted at various location in Estes Park
throughout the duration of the project to share information.
The stakeholders included:
•
Town of Estes Park – Public Works Department
•
Estes Valley Recreation and Park Development
•
Estes Valley Land Trust
•
Larimer County
•
Home and Business Owners
•
Rocky Mountain National Park
•
the Estes Area Lodging Association
Upper Thompson Sanitation District
•
Estes Valley Recreation and Parks District
•

3.3.2 Public Meetings
A series of public meetings were conducted for the for the Fall
River plan. The meetings were intended to inform the public of
Plan activities and solicit input for the project.
Public meeting dates;
March 14, 2014 Fall River - Public Meeting #1
April 21. 2014 Fall River Public Meeting #2
November 10, 2014 - Draft Master Plan Open House

3.3.3 River Advisory Committee (RAC)

FALL RIVER and/or FISH CREEK please circle for which corridor you are completing this form
PART 1: PERSONAL VALUES

The heart of The Fall River Plan for Resiliency planning processes was to create a River Advisory Committee (RAC) for
the corridor. The RAC was a means to foster ownership of the
planning process in the community, create a constant stream
of public engagement, promote understanding of the issues
and process, and expedite the acceptance and implementation
of a final plan.

What do you and your family value in the Fall River and Fish Creek Corridors? Please check all that apply:
Soothing natural aesthetic
Important for wildlife habitat
Bird watching, wildlife viewing
Supports healthy, native plant communities
Socializing, source of community pride (e.g., the
annual duck race)
 Other:







PART 2: Evaluation Criteria

Fall River RAC neighborhood captains
Description
Neighborhood Captain

Upper
Reach

Park boundary downstream
to Fish Hatchery Road
(Antler’s Point)

Middle
Reach

Fish Hatchery Road (Bugle
Point) downstream to Deer
Crest

Lower Reach
Down‐town
Reach

Deer Crest to Silver Moon
Silver Moon downstream to
confluence with Big
Thompson, including lower/
Downtown reach of Big
Thompson

Bill Oliver & Warren Clinton

Ken Larson,
Frank Theis

Ron Wilcox & Bob Fixter

2.0

Please return completed form by Oct 20, 2014 to the Town of Estes Park Community Development
Department at planning@estes.org or PO Box 1200, Estes Park, CO 80517.
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3.3.4

Values & Evaluation Criteria Survey

The Fall River Plan for Resiliency relies on many criteria to evaluate, rank, and prioritize potential flood recovery and restoration
projects. A survey was created to evaluate and help define characteristics, goals, objectives, and benefits of potential projects
for the Plan for Resiliency. They were ranked on a scale of 0 to 5,
with 5 being the highest score possible, of importance the statements are to the residents for Fall River recovery and restoration.
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3.3.5

9.0

Stream
Reach

 Enhances local natural outdoor recreational
opportunities such as trails (hiking ,biking, and
equestrian) and fishing
 Enhances regional natural outdoor recreational
opportunities
 Enhances community supported recreation
opportunities such as golf, camping and water based
activities (canoeing, kayaking, stand up
paddleboarding, motorboats, waterskiing etc.)
 Enhance neighborhood & community livability
 Enhance neighborhood & community aesthetics
 Preserve neighborhood & community culture & history
 Incorporate input from property owners
 Incorporate input from the community
 Incorporate input from conservation and
environmental organizations
 Incorporate input from businesses and business leaders
 Protect and enhance fish habitat
 Protect and enhance avian habitat
 Protect and enhance beaver habitat
 Protect and enhance stream corridor vegetation
 Enhances water quality
 Provides the corridor with multiple benefits (e.g. flood
mitigation, habitat enhancements, recreation and
public access)
 Limits maintenance costs
 Uses locally available materials
 Uses environmentally friendly processes

Project Website and Facebook Page

A project website was created to assist in keeping the Fall
River residents up to date on project milestones and progress.
The website was a portal for information about Meetings/
events, comments, related efforts, flood resources, and weekly
updates.
The Facebook page was used for meeting notifications, public
comments, and notifications of other planning efforts.

10.0

In addition RAC neighborhood captains were assigned to
designated reaches of Fall River. These neighborhood captains
Fish Creek RAC neighborhood captains
helped the planning team facilitate contact and discussions
Stream
Description
Neighborhood Captain
with
all property owners as well as hold organized individual
Reach
meetings
specific
homeowners.
Upper with
Upstream
of confluence
at Little Kim Slininger & Donna Hasman

 Address safety of the public and residents
 Restore public access and utility service without
restricting access to private properties
 Provide access to recreational amenities, schools,
and businesses
 Allow continued utility service during construction
 Reduces flood and geomorphic hazards to reduce
future damage
 Increases river stability, reduces future erosion
 Improves stream health
 Complete projects in the shortest time possible
 Complete the reconstruction while lowering risk to
permanent infrastructure and the public
 Create infrastructure investments that are
reasonable to construct
 Projects with best value for their life cycle
 Meet Federal and Local standards for design
 Effectively uses undamaged infrastructure
 Incorporates new flood flow/ rainfall information
 Is innovative
 Provides neighborhood and reach scale solutions
requiring multiple land owners to come to consensus
 Enhance tourist destinations
 Enhances access to tourist destinations
 Enhances access to community facilities, and
neighborhoods
 Enhances access to neighborhoods
 Other:

1.0

The Fish Creek and Fall River Corridor Master Plans rely on many criteria to evaluate, rank, and prioritize
potential flood recovery and restoration projects. Listed below you will find a list of many of the
characteristics, goals, objectives, and benefits of potential projects. Please rank on a scale of 0 to 5,
with 5 being the highest score possible, how important each of these statements is to you with regard
to Fall River and Fish Creek recovery and restoration.

The RAC held monthly meetings which informed and guided
the planning process. It was a forum in which invested individuals and organizations had the opportunity to help define values and vision, define issues, proposing projects and management strategies, and provide input on the Plan for Resiliency.

Reach
Valley Road
RAC
meeting
dates; at Little Valley
Middle
Confluence
Chuck Bonza
Reach
downstream
to
Scott
Ave
Fall River RAC meeting #2 - Wednesday July 30, 2014
Downstream
Ave to14, 2014
Steve Deats
FallLower
River RAC
meeting of
#3Scott
- August
Reach
Lake Estes
Fall River RAC Meeting #4 - August 27, 2014
Fall River RAC meeting #5 - September 24, 2014

 Important draw for business
 Hike along it, fish it, wade in it, skip rocks, build
sandcastles, and more
 Important for water quality, air quality
groundwater replenishment, soil stabilization
 Protection/ expect it to not threaten my property
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